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First 
class days, 
epicurean 
evenings & 
Dionysian 
nights

the vision

A night out with Major Food Group (MFG) is like no 
other. Menus are classic yet rarified, the ambiance 
glows and crackles, and the staff always knows what 
you want next. 
Now imagine the MFG ethos touching every part of 
your day: Wake up looking over the Venetian Islands, 
or arrive home to Villa Miami by helicopter; spend the 
day unwinding in the building’s Mediterranean spa or 
skimming across the bay by boat, or both; stop by  
a wine tasting in the members’ lounge, and revel late 
into the night at the city’s best new restaurant, which  
just happens to be downstairs. A night out with MFG 
is like no other, and a life designed by MFG is like 
nothing else—even in Miami. 

Lifestyle and Luxury by Major Food Group
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Step into a life  
curated by The  
masterminds behind  
carbone, Contessa,  
ZZ’s Club and sadelle’s

Welcome:
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rich torrisi
Trained at a host of legendary eateries, 
Torrisi conceptualizes menus and dishes 
for MFG’s collection of restaurants.

Waterfront living imagined, designed, programmed, 
and fully serviced by the team that has gained acclaim 
worldwide since opening their first of 40+ restaurants 
in New York City in 2009. 

The MFG philosophy of boundless opulence goes  
beyond food and beverage experiences; it extends to 
waterfront access, beautifully appointed gyms and spas, 
no-detail-overlooked chef’s kitchens at home, and a 
building full of Miami’s most discerning patrons.

the major food group ethos

designing  
a lifestyle

mario carbone
Born in Queens, Carbone is the 
design eye responsible for MFG’s 
signature spin on fine dining

Jeff Zalaznick
A New York native and businessman, 
Zalaznick is bringing MFG’s  
celebratory dining ethos worldwide
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head  
in the sky 
with a  
hand in  
the water 

the Tower

This is an entirely new proposal for how to live 
in Miami. These aren’t just views of the water. This  
is an open window with a breeze coming off the  
bay; dinner on the veranda with the sunset refracted 
in the water; a buzzing city waiting beyond. 
This is a place telegraphing the old tradition of villa 
living in Lake Como and Provence–steeped in 
romance and warmth; meant to be lived in. A place 
encompassing the best of the water and life beyond.

Limitless possibilities, boundless opulence
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Elevated in every sense:
Homes in the sky, nestled
between land, air & sea

A gemstone on the water’s edge, Villa Miami proposes  
something opulent but intimate — and entirely new for Miami’s 
skyline. ODP Architects designed something distinct from the 
soaring condos that already populate the cityscape: A structure 
that’s instantly a landmark. 
Waterfront homes in the sky, finished in bronze –anchored on 
top by a helicopter pad and below by a dock. Rising up from 
the water’s edge and at home in the sky, this isn’t just the  
city’s most iconic building, it’s an invitation to indulge in the 
best of Miami.
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Levels 54 & 55

rooftop

level 2

Levels 6 – 53

Levels 3 – 5

Level 1

PenthousE

helipad

restaurant

residences
the club

Arrival

Residences

The Club

Boat Slip

Penthouse

Helicopter Landing

•  Spa, Salon, Saunas, Steam Rooms,
Plunges, & Locker Rooms

•  Relaxation Lounge
•  Fitness Center, Boxing & Yoga Rooms
• Outdoor Pool
•  Game Room, Screening Room,

Family Entertainment Lounge
•  Estate Manager & In-House Curator
•  Restaurant Residential Dining Level
•  Great Room & Lounge
•  Conference Rooms

•  Lobby
•  MFG Restaurant & Bar with Outdoor

Terrace
•  Baywalk
•  Docks
•  Covered Drop-off

•  Full-floor Villa Piano residences
with 5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms

•  Half-floor Villa Mezzo residences
with 4 bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms

•  Two-floor Penthouse Residence
with 5 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms
and private pool

•  Rooftop helipad for seamless
arrivals and departures

•  MFG Restaurant Second Level

Arrival
Restaurant
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visionary

terra

terra at a glance

commercial
Doral Atrium, doral
16000 Pines Market, 
   pembroke pines
Mary Street, coconut grove
Pines City Center,  
   pembroke pines
Doral Square, doral

residential
Five Park, miami beach
Mr. C Residences, coconut grove
Botaniko Weston, weston
Park Grove, coconut grove
Grove at Grand Bay, coconut grove
Eighty Seven Park, miami beach
Glass, miami beach
Atlantic 15, sunny isles

david martin
Terra’s CEO is a Florida native with a  
vision for making Miami more resilient and 
alluring than ever.

David Martin, the CEO behind Terra, is known  
in Miami for having a savvy eye towards the  
future and taking a civic-minded approach to 
development. Under Terra’s stewardship, Miami 
neighborhoods such as Coconut Grove — and 
now Edgewater — have evolved into newly  
vibrant communities complete with luxury  
residences, world-class dining, and active art 
scenes. Since its founding in 2001, Terra has  
regularly collaborated with a roster of the world’s 
most prestigious architects and designers.
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one thousand group
visionary

Kevin Venger, Louis Birdman and Michael Konig, 
a partnership of real estate developers with 
deep roots in Miami, collaborate on world-class 
buildings in prime locations. The group’s vision 
is to bring innovative, one-of-a-kind luxury real 
estate developments to life. With a relentless 
pursuit of design excellence and a refusal to settle 
for anything less than exceptional, One Thousand 
Group pushes boundaries.
Most recently its members oversaw the 
development of One Thousand Museum, the first 
and final residential skyscraper designed by the 
late Architect Dame Zaha Hadid, and inarguably 
ushered in a new definition for ultra-luxury  
living in Miami.

One thousand group at a glance

residential
One Thousand Museum, miami
Four Seasons Hotel & Tower, miami
ten museum park, miami

louis birdman, michael konig, kevin venger
One Thousand Group members ensure 
all projects achieve an exquisite balance 
of artistry and function.

regalia, miami
Paramount Bay, miami



you can get 
anywhere  
in minutes,  
but you 
won’t want 
to leave

neighborhood

The new heart of Miami
The 1980s saw the rise of Miami Beach, filled  
with characters from the fashion and entertainment 
worlds. The aughts witnessed the birth of Miami’s 
Art Basel as a mecca for art. 

Now, the next cultural renaissance in Miami 
is happening in Edgewater, where a new 
interpretation of waterfront living is emerging,  
built for a certain kind of global citizen who just 
happens to call Miami home. 
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Miami’s most 
connected  
neighborhood

Edgewater is connected to the best of Miami, situated  
just five blocks from the Design District and across the 
Venetian Causeway from Miami Beach. 

Easily accessible to all the best of Miami, Edgewater  
represents the future of the city and the increasingly  
global populace of people who call it home. The arrival 
of Villa Miami means the next chapter of Edgewater  
has begun. 

edgewater design district

upper east side

miami airport
20 minutes

5 minutes

6 minutes

15 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes
8 minutes

5 minutes

miami beach

margaret pace park

downtown

arts & entertainment 
District

Young arts picnic island

venetian islands

NW 29th St

5 minutes
midtown

5 minutes
wynwood

2 minutes
bay park

biscayne bay
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“ At water’s 
edge, with  
the best of  
Miami at your 
doorstep”MFG’s Contessa in the Design District  

matches superb food with dreamy, rich interiors 
and exemplary service.

Jeff Zalaznick



A sprawling 
suite of 
amenities, 
services,  
and spaces

amenities, services & dining

each more enticing than the last
Villa Miami’s amenities go beyond a concierge 
and a gym. Major Food Group designed the  
building’s services to operate as an ecosystem  
of conveniences, where needs are anticipated,  
coffee orders are known by heart, and a pool, 
thermal spa, and sauna are always just downstairs. 

Like a small town unto itself, the building  
comes with an array of spaces for every kind 
of gathering and convenience, while landscape 
architect Enzo Enea designed the grounds 
according to the spirit of the place—the sun, the 
wind, the soil, and the water nearby.
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Level 5

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

•  Spa & Salon
•  Outdoor Pool
•  Relaxation Lounge

•  Hot & Cold Plunges
•  Sauna & Steam Rooms
•  Locker Rooms

•  Fitness Center
•  Boxing & Yoga Rooms
•  Game Room

•  Screening Room
•  Family Entertainment

Lounge

•  Restaurant Residential
Dining Level

•  Great Room & Lounge

•  Conference Rooms
•  Estate Manager
•  In-House Curator

•  MFG Restaurant
Second Level

•  Lobby
•  MFG Restaurant & Bar

with Outdoor Terrace

•  Baywalk
•  Docks
•  Covered Drop-off

a grand space to  
suit every occasion, 
wish & whim
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The MFG perks: Your favorite 
table at Carbone, or rigatoni 
alla vodka in your home

a bustling calendara fully equipped kitchen
Come home to a pantry stocked with Major Food 
Group provisions, sauces, and spices. Hire a private 
chef to come cook something off the Carbone menu, 
or teach you how. Consult with a private sommelier to 
curate a selection for your personal wine cellar—then 
invite friends over to try everything.  

When you’re not on the water, in the gym, or at the 
spa, you’ll be going from one culinary happening to  
the next. Sample imported olive oils, taste Italian  
wines (all of which can be sent up to your residence), 
and be the first to try new cocktails and dishes at the 
restaurant downstairs.   

insider status
Villa Miami residents are VIPs at all Major Food Group 
restaurants. Reserve your preferred table (with your 
favorite server) and book special events for special 
occasions. Receive early access and invitations to 
MFG events and new restaurant openings.

mfg curation day to day
Sadelle’s coffee and bagels are laid out for residents 
every morning, and an aperitivo with wine pairings 
awaits guests once the work day wraps. MFG designed 
a brand new menu of juices and wraps for the spa and 
pool, and a lineup of martinis and appetizers for the 
game room and lounges. 

owners benefits



Old-world  
elegance
with every  
modern  
convenience

the residences

Airy, Italianate living in the heart of Miami
New York design studio Charles & Co  
developed Villa Miami’s interiors by marrying  
a sophisticated European sensibility with a 
focus on, warmth, romance, and the waterfront. 

Each full floor estate-style residence overlooks 
the water, while sitting high in the sky. Noble 
materials are used throughout, with travertine 
marble, wood flooring, and soft lighting  
setting the tone.
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a life  
designed 
around  
the  
horizon  

Homes with a private, 360° view  
of Biscayne Bay and the rest of Miami. 
Sunlight at every hour. Wake to the 
morning light rising over the  
Atlantic, and take aperitivo on the back 
veranda while the sun sets.
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305-494-1767 




